Stewards' Report

Meeting held at Mandurah on Tuesday, 12 November 2019

WEATHER: Fine TRACK: Good KENNEL TEMPERATURE: 18 Degrees
TIME KENNELS CLOSED: 5.20pm
Stewards: Mr S Jones, Mr C Kerr, Mr N Goold
Veterinary Surgeons: Dr S Wu
Veterinary Assistant: Ms T Oxenham
Lure Driver: Mr M Frampton

SCRATCHINGS: Under R23, the following greyhounds will stand down for a period of 10 days through:
Injury: Race 10 NOT WITHOUT GAS (12/11)
Ineligible: Race 5 IT'S THE HORSE (11/11)
Racing Elsewhere: Race 4 DASH FOR CASH (12/11), KING RANJI (12/11), Race 8 OUTLAW GENIUS (12/11)

SATISFACTORY TRIALS:
R71 - Race 8 SPOLLY'S JET 1 x Solo

SAMPLES TAKEN: Race 1 KING RANJI, Race 7 LAPTOP WIZARD, Race 8 DANCE AWAY, Race 9 FARTHING MONELLI

STEWARDS ADVICE:
On the 13th November 2019, Trainer Mr J Vuletich advised Stewards that MAGIC WREN had pulled up with a right foreleg - shoulder injury, following the running of race 8 at Greyhounds WA Mandurah on the 12th November.

Race 1 - Maiden/Provincial/490 - Maiden - 6:12 PM
KING RANJI & MIGHTY EBBY began quickly. HUDLIN & LAPTOP GENIUS began slowly. HUDLIN & LAPTOP GENIUS collided soon after the start. BETTY'S BEACH & RUN FOREVER collided soon after the start. CHEEKY RICKY & BETTY'S BEACH collided on the first turn. CHEEKY RICKY & KING RANJI collided on the first turn. BETTY'S BEACH & MIGHTY EBBY collided heavily on the first turn. MIGHTY EBBY shifted out and collided heavily with LAPTOP GENIUS on the first turn, both lost ground. RUN FOREVER galloped on the heels of CHEEKY RICKY on the second turn, RUN FOREVER lost ground. CHEEKY RICKY & BETTY'S BEACH collided on the second turn. LAPTOP GENIUS checked off the heels of CHEEKY RICKY on the home turn. LAPTOP GENIUS shifted out and collided with RUN FOREVER on the home turn, MIGHTY EBBY was inconvenienced.

Race 2 - Maiden/Provincial/405 (1) - Maiden - 6:32 PM
DASH FOR CASH began quickly. SPARTAN MAC & BOOMBY'S ME MUM began slowly. WALLY JIGGS & MOTOR MOUTH MIA collided soon after the start. CHAROS DIAMOND & INCREDIBLE LUNAR collided soon after the start. WALLY JIGGS & MOTOR MOUTH MIA collided on the first turn, WALLY JIGGS stumbled, lost ground and collided with BOOMBY'S ME MUM. MOTOR MOUTH MIA & INCREDIBLE LUNAR collided on the first turn. INCREDIBLE LUNAR galloped on the heels of MOTOR MOUTH MIA on the home turn. INCREDIBLE LUNAR shifted out and checked off the heels of SPARTAN MAC on the home turn. BOOMBY'S ME MUM checked off the heels of INCREDIBLE LUNAR in the home straight.

Race 3 - Maiden/Provincial/405 (2) - Maiden - 6:52 PM
ON THE GO began quickly. CROWN MONELLI began slowly. HER MOMENT & DROP THE DRAMA collided soon after the start. HER MOMENT checked off the heels of RUSTY RADIATOR on the first turn. ON THE GO & ENDLESS SWING collided on the first turn. CROWN MONELLI checked off the heels of ON THE GO on the home turn. ON THE GO galloped on the heels of RUSTY RADIATOR in the home straight.

Race 4 - Maiden Series (Final)/Provincial/405 - Maiden - 7:11 PM
MR. CHANGRETTA, CANYA BANDIDO & SQUillionaire began quickly. THERMAL REACTOR began slowly. THEN WHAT checked off the heels of CANYA BANDIDO soon after the start. CANYA BANDIDO & SQUillionaire collided soon after the start. MR. CHANGRETTA & CANYA BANDIDO collided on the first turn. THEN WHAT & DANI THRILLS collided on the first turn, both lost ground. SUNSHINE BELLA & DANI THRILLS collided on the first turn.

Race 5 - Mixed 4/5/Provincial/405 - Mixed 4/5 - 7:26 PM
SHINBONER, STARLIGHT APRIL & DARK BEYOND began quickly. BACKPACKER JACK & HARLAN ROCKS collided soon after the start. CONSTANT RAMA & DARK BEYOND collided soon after the start. HARLAN ROCKS & WISE UP collided soon after the start. BACKPACKER JACK & OUTLAW GENIUS collided soon after the start. WISE UP & CONSTANT RAMA collided approaching the first turn. SHINBONER checked off the heels of DARK BEYOND and collided with STARLIGHT APRIL on the first turn. SHINBONER, STARLIGHT APRIL & WISE UP collided on the first turn, WISE UP lost ground. BACKPACKER JACK & OUTLAW GENIUS collided approaching home.

Race 6 - Novice/Provincial/405 (1) - Novice - 7:47 PM
ALL ABOUT MAX & MAX QUIDS began quickly. YANDERRA MICK, HE'S MY MAC & MOLFETTA GIRL began slowly. VICESENSEI & HE'S MY MAC collided soon after the start. VICESENSEI & ROCKABYE WILLOW collided soon after the start. VICESENSEI, ROCKABYE WILLOW & SUNSET FIASC0 collided on the first turn. YANDERRA MICK & VICESENSEI collided on the first turn. YANDERRA MICK & ROCKABYE WILLOW collided on the first turn. VICESENSEI & SUNSET FIASC0 collided on the first turn. YANDERRA MICK galloped on the heels of ROCKABYE WILLOW on the first turn, YANDERRA MICK lost ground and MOLFETTA GIRL was inconvenienced. VICESENSEI & SUNSET FIASC0 collided approaching the home turn. VICESENSEI & MOLFETTA GIRL collided on the home turn. YANDERRA MICK checked off the heels of SUNSET FIASC0 on the home turn, YANDERRA MICK shifted out and raced wide. VICESENSEI & SUNSET FIASC0 collided on the home turn, SUNSET FIASC0 stumbled. SUNSET FIASC0 checked off the heels of VICESENSEI in the home straight. ALL ABOUT MAX & MAX QUIDS collided in the home straight.

Race 7 - Grade 5/Provincial/490 - Grade 5 - 8:07 PM
JETTA JAM began quickly. ROMARIO began slowly. GEHRING BAILE & ROMARIO collided soon after the start. GEHRING BAILE & ROMARIO collided on the first turn. TATTOOED WARRIOR & GEHRING BAILE collided on the second turn. JETTA JAM & LAPTOP WIZARD collided on the second turn. TATTOOED WARRIOR galloped on the heels of GEHRING BAILE approaching the home turn. LAPTOP GURU & TATTOOED WARRIOR collided on the home turn.

Race 8 - Grade 5/Provincial/405 - Grade 5 - 8:30 PM
DANCE AWAY & BROCK TONIC began quickly. SPOLLY'S JET & PYJAMAS began slowly. AKACHI & SCHMICK AS collided soon after the start. SCHMICK AS & PYJAMAS collided soon after the start. SPOLLY'S JET & AKACHI collided approaching the first turn. MAGIC WREN, SPOLLY'S JET, ABSOLUTELY LOMAR & BROCK TONIC collided on the first turn. ABSOLUTELY LOMAR galloped on the heels of SPOLLY'S JET on the first turn, SPOLLY'S JET fell and failed to finish and under R71 has been placed on a solo satisfactory trial. PYJAMAS hurdles fallen SPOLLY'S JET on the first turn. SCHMICK AS checked off the heels of AKACHI on the first turn. PYJAMAS checked off the heels of MAGIC WREN approaching the home turn. MAGIC WREN & SCHMICK AS collided approaching the home turn. MAGIC WREN checked off the heels of BROCK TONIC, shifted out and collided with PYJAMAS on the home turn. MAGIC WREN raced wide on the home turn. ABSOLUTELY LOMAR raced wide on the home turn. SCHMICK AS & PYJAMAS collided in the home straight.

A post race veterinary examination revealed that SPOLLY'S JET had a Truncal - Thoraco-Lumbar Injury/Soreness and has been stood down for 10 days.

Race 9 - Novice/Provincial/405 (2) - Novice - 8:55 PM
FARTHING MONELLI began quickly. DIAMOND GEORGE began slowly. THIRD RISE & TEDDY THE JETT collided soon after the start. TWIX MONELLI & FEAR THE MAX collided soon after the start. FEAR THE MAX & THIRD RISE collided soon after the start. TWIX MONELLI, FEAR THE MAX, THIRD RISE & TEDDY THE JETT collided approaching the first turn, TWIX MONELLI & THIRD RISE lost ground. TWIX MONELLI & FEAR THE MAX collided on the first turn. TEDDY THE JETT & DIAMOND GEORGE collided on the first turn. FARTHING MONELLI raced wide in the home straight.

Race 10 - Mixed 5/6/Country/302 - Mixed 5/6 - 9:16 PM
UNO CARLA began quickly. DAWSE & NIPPER HOOK began slowly. DAWSE & NIPPER HOOK collided soon after the start. GO DANNO GO & WINLOCK SAL collided on the first turn. GO DANNO GO & UNO CARLA collided on the first turn. BENELLI MONELLI & DAWSE collided on the home turn. WINLOCK SAL checked off the heels of THUNDER BOOM on the home turn. DAWSE checked off the heels of BENELLI MONELLI on the home turn. DAWSE & WAIKARIE PHOEBE collided in the home straight.

GO DANNO GO was examined by the course Veterinary Surgeon and no apparent injury was reported.

Race 11 - Novice/Provincial/490 - Novice - 9:36 PM
PINKIE PIE began quickly. MAY BE PEGGY began slowly. COMPLETELY LOMAR & EVONNE’S GOT SOX collided soon after the start. GO GETTEM SODA checked off the heels of CINDER VALLEY on the first turn. PINKIE PIE checked off the heels of CINDER VALLEY on the second turn. COMPLETELY LOMAR & PINKIE PIE collided on the second turn. GO GETTEM SODA shifted out and raced wide on the home turn and in the home straight. COMPLETELY LOMAR checked off the heels of CINDER VALLEY in the home straight.

FINAL.